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“Back To Basics: Copyright and Resource Sharing”
13th Annual MINITEX Interlibrary Loan Conference

April 8, 2004

Participants at the 13th Annual MINITEX Interlibrary Loan Conference took part in discussions of the concepts
and nitty-gritty of copyright as it affects interlibrary loan and in small group discussions about current and future
resource sharing issues.  The keynote speaker at the April 8 event, Laura (Lolly) N. Gasaway, director of the
Kathrine R. Everett Law Library and professor of law, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, provided an
informal, knowledgeable tour through “Copyright Concerns for Interlibrary Loan and Document Delivery.”

The agenda also included small group discussions on two questions, “What improvements have you made in
your ILL operation that have resulted in better service to your patrons?” and “What are the three most critical
issues your library faces in ILL?”   Each of the small groups reported their answers to the entire group. 

Ann Kelley then reflected on her upcoming retirement, talking about her work with MINITEX and Minnesota
libraries and describing the (mostly) high and low points of her 27 years of service as program officer for MINI-
TEX for the Minnesota Higher Education Services Office (and its predecessor agencies).  She urged conference
participants to recommit to getting through current technology changes and to continue the tradition of leverag-
ing library resources through consortial agreements.  Kelley will retire in early June.

Bill DeJohn closed the conference by updating the audience on the impact that technology changes and other
factors have had on the MINITEX office and participating libraries since the last conference.  He also looked to
the future and urged attendees to continue their important work.  

“Copyright Concerns for Interlibrary Loan, Document Delivery,” Lolly Gasaway

Gasaway, a librarian, attorney, and faculty member at University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, discussed many
issues relating to copyright that directly impact the use of copyrighted materials and the work of interlibrary loan
staff in libraries of all types:

•  terms of copyright,
Basic federal copyright law, which was approved in 1976, set the length of copyright for materials writ-
ten by a personal author at life of the author plus 50 years.  For corporate authors, the term of copyright
is set at 95 years after the date of first publication or 120 years after creation, whichever comes first.
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•  Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act,
Approved in 1998, the Act extended the term of copyright for works by a personal author by 20 years,
making it the life of the author plus 70 years.  

•  requirements for notice of copyright,
Gasaway noted that the actual copyright notice for an article or other resource must be included on an
item intended for ILL if the notice is present on the item.  This notice should, at minimum, include the
circled “c”, the year of first publication, and the name of the copyright holder.  In her opinion, the 
“This work may be protected by copyright. . .” note is not sufficient unless there is no notice of 
copyright available on the item.

[Editor’s comment:  MINITEX provides information to help libraries make decisions about copyright
for their interlibrary loan operations.  See, for example,
http://www.minitex.umn.edu/docdel/borrowing/copyright.asp]

•  guidelines for public domain materials & passing of copyrighted materials into the public domain,
Public domain materials are those:  a) for which the copyright has expired, b) for which the author never
claimed copyright, or c) produced by the federal government.  Gassaway shared a chart that she has
developed to help explain how and when works published in the United States pass into the public
domain.  (The chart, which is available at: http://www.unc.edu/~unclng/public-d.htm is attached as an
appendix to this report.)

•  the Copyright Act of 1976
The 1976 legislation was a total revision of prior copyright law.  Including provisions about Fair Use
(Section 107) and copying by libraries for ILL or for internal use (Section 108), the law spelled out
requirements related to use by individuals and libraries.  It has since been amended by Digital
Millennium Copyright Act.

Fair use is described as use “of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies. . .for
purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom
use), scholarship or research. . .”  Gasaway noted, however, that this description is illustrative, not defin-
itive.  Often, she continued, if an incident of fair use is challenged, it would be for the courts to decide
whether the actions constituted fair use.  Factors used to make that determination include:  “purpose and
character of the use, nature of the copyrighted work, amount and substantiality used, and market effect.”

Section 108 is more specific to most issues in library ILL or for internal use:

It is not infringement for a library, archives or their employees acting within the scope of their employ-
ment to reproduce no more than one copy of a work except as provided in subsections (b) & (c) and dis-
tribute if:

1. The reproduction and distribution is made without direct or indirect commercial advantage.
2. The collection is either open to the public or to researches doing research in the same or a similar 

field. [Gassaway noted that this is the provision most generally used to cover ILL.]
3. The reproduction and distribution of the work contains a notice of copyright that appears on the 

copy that is reproduced, or includes a legend stating that the work may be protected by copyright if 
no such notices appears on the work.
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Gasaway also pointed out a proviso in Section 108 that says, “Nothing in this clause prevents a library
or archives from participating in interlibrary arrangements that do not have as their purpose or effect
receipt of copies in such aggregate quantities as to substitute for a subscription to or purchase of a
work.”

•  CONTU Guidelines on Photocopying under Interlibrary Loan 
Gasaway discussed the CONTU guidelines, which were developed by a federal commission in the mid-
1970s “to assist librarians and copyright proprietors in understanding the amount of photocopying for
use in interlibrary loan arrangements permitted under the copyright law.” (from:
http://www.ifla.org/documents/libraries/policies/contu.txt) 

One of the key provisions is, “Each year, a borrowing library may make five requests from a periodical
title going back five years.”  To explain this guideline further, Gassaway noted that ILL staff should not
have to count requests against their five requests within a year if the title is owned but missing from the
collection or if the title is on order.  For non-periodicals, library ILL staffs may make “five requests per
year during the entire term of the copyright.” Gasaway noted that these guidelines do not have formal
legal standing, but that it has not been challenged in court.

Other provisions say those most of the responsibility for ILL transactions rest with the borrowing
library:

•   It must certify that the request conforms to Section 108(d) and the Guidelines.
•   It must maintain records for three calendar years.

Lending libraries, on the other hand, “must require representation from borrowing library that request
conforms to guidelines.”

Gasaway said the CONTU guidelines “take no position on materials older than five years,” noting that
most ILL requests are for recent items.

•  paying royalties and seeking permission.
Gasaway identified a number of alternatives for libraries that have used up their suggested five-requests-
a-year for a title:
•   order a copy through an authorized document delivery service that pays royalties.
•   pay royalties through the Copyright Clearance Center or to the publisher directly.
•   make a subscription to the title.
•   tell the user that you can’t make further requests for this title during this calendar year. 
•   or, in rare cases (the “once in a blue moon exception”), make the copy.  

ILL requests through library consortia are permitted but that this borrowing must follow appropriate
guidelines (for example, ILL between libraries in a consortium must be counted against the Suggestion
of Five).

ILL staff may also seek permission for the photocopying through the publisher, the author, or the
Copyright Clearance Center (CCC).  Explaining the CCC, Gasaway said the non-profit corporation 
“collects royalties for in excess of fair use copying and distributes royalties back to copyright holders.”  

[Editor’s comment:  MINITEX has an agreement that allows libraries in Minnesota and the Dakotas to
pay CCC a discounted fee if they go through MINITEX for CCC services.  Contact Karen Docherty at
612-624-2924, 800-462-5348, kdochert@umn.edu for more information.] 
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•  document delivery vs. nonprofit library interlibrary loan
Gasaway noted that there is a “huge difference in commercial versus nonprofit library document deliv-
ery” activity.  The key issue is whether the library makes a “real profit” from the activity, not whether a
small fee is charged or the activity is operated on a cost-recovery basis. Commercial (for-profit) docu-
ment delivery services must pay royalties and are preferred by some users because there is no internal
recordkeeping requires, royalties are handled by the service, and some commercial services provide
faster turn-around than nonprofit library document delivery.  Gasaway urged libraries and others offering
nonprofit document delivery services to emphasize to their users whether royalties are being paid.

Library ILL, traditionally, consists of library-to-library transactions to provide users with information
not owned by the library.  Now, however, electronic delivery direct to end-users is blurring one of these
two distinctions.  Document delivery services, on the other hand, have always been aimed at the end-
user with the intent of providing “copies of materials (as opposed to providing information).” 

•  electronic resources, electronic delivery, and electronic copies.
Gasaway’s final comments dealt with issues related to ILL and electronic resources.  Copyright owners
fear loss of control of their material that exists in electronic form and are concerned that further distribu-
tion may occur without royalties being paid. Often, provisions of contracts for electronic resources may
govern ILL of these materials rather than copyright law or the CONTU guidelines.

Responding to Gasaway’s final comments, Bill DeJohn noted that MINITEX’s contract with Elsevier allows for
downloading of articles and sending them – either through Ariel or in the form of photocopies – to a requesting
library.  The contract does not allow requested articles to be sent via MINITEX Electronic Document Delivery
(MEDD). 

Ann Kelley, 27 Years of Working with HESO & MINITEX & in the Interest of Minnesota Library Users

DeJohn introduced E. Ann Kelley who, for 27 years, has been the program officer for MINITEX at our parent
agency, the Minnesota Higher Education Services Office (and its predecessors).   DeJohn noted that Kelley has
worked with him and the MINITEX staff on many important issues and that the MINITEX Advisory Committee
approved a resolution at its March meeting to honor Kelley and thank her for her consistent support of MINI-
TEX and her advocacy for the needs of Minnesota library patrons.

DeJohn said Kelley has attended all of MINITEX’s 13 annual ILL Conferences and joked that a local café, the
Malt Shop, should designate one table as the official Kelley-DeJohn spot for all of the discussions and decisions
that they have made there.

Emily C. Kissane, Administrator, Minnesota Education Telecommunications Council, HESO,  will assume
Kelley’s MINITEX-related duties following her June 1 retirement.

Kelley talked briefly about the “highs (mostly) and the lows” of her work with MINITEX.  Identifying the
highs, she described: a) her excitement and amazement about the transition to electronic information and b) her
sense of enthusiasm and wonder when she had her first hard-hat tour of the massive underground caverns that
would become the Minnesota Library Access Center (MLAC) below MINITEX’s current home in Elmer L.
Andersen Library.   The lows, she said, were seeing that, despite 30+ years of work by MINITEX staff and staff
of participating libraries, problems still remain in providing fast, effective ILL for residents of Minnesota and the
MINITEX region.
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Kelley explained that she had come to Minnesota in 1969 to teach at St. Olaf College in Northfield.  She faced
the great challenge of completing her dissertation at a distance from her graduate school, Michigan State.   A
new service, MINITEX, helped her in that project.  The experience helped her to “understand the profound
importance of ILL.”

She compared statistics of MINITEX in 1979/1980 versus those in 2002/2003 and noted that the ILL request
total has more than doubled between ’79/’80 and ‘02/’03 – in addition to access to millions of documents via
electronic resources licensed for the region’s libraries through MINITEX.  In ‘79/’80, MINITEX had issued the
3rd edition of MULS, the MINITEX Union List of Serials and had recently become a regional support network
for OCLC, making membership in and access to the world’s largest bibliographic utility available for MINITEX
region libraries.  MINITEX currently provides the following services:  Document Delivery/Documents to U,
Delivery, Bibliographic and Technical, MULS, CPERS, Serials Exchange, and Reference Services as well as
administering MLAC and providing continuing education opportunities for staff of participating libraries.

In her view, “libraries are at the heart of the information revolution,” and the residents of the MINITEX region
have the “best access to information in the country or in the world.”  Kelley said librarians do a “profound serv-
ice to provide needed basic information.”

She challenged her audience saying that librarians must “be open to change to bring a new world” and must
keep their “eyes on the prize” – making information and service to their patrons.  Finally, she wanted to “thank
you as a library user. Thank you.  Thank you.  Thank you.”

(The text of the Advisory Committee resolution honoring Kelley is included in the article about the Committee’s
current activities in the current MESSENGER issue.)

Small Group Discussions

For the answers to small group discussions, see:
http://www.minitex.umn.edu/train-conf/highlights/040804/discussion.pdf

The groups answered two questions:

•   What improvements have you made in your ILL operation that have resulted in better service to your patron?
•   What are the three most critical issues your library faces in interlibrary loan? 

Back to Basics, Copyright and Resource Sharing,” Bill DeJohn

Bill DeJohn concluded the day’s events with an update on where MINITEX has been and where it and its 
participating libraries are likely to go in the future.  For copies of his PowerPoint slides, see:  

http://www.minitex.umn.edu/train-conf/highlights/040804/ILLCONF04_files/frame.htm
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(Appendix 1)

WHEN U.S. WORKS PASS INTO THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
By Lolly Gasaway

University of North Carolina 

Definition: A public domain work is a creative work that are not protected by copyright and which may be
freely used by everyone. The reasons that the work is not protected include: 

1. the term of copyright for the work has expired;
2. the author failed to satisfy statutory formalities to perfect the copyright,
3. the work is a work of the U.S. Government. 

DATE OF WORK PROTECTED FROM TERM
Created 1-1-78 or after When work is fixed in tangible Life + 70 years1

medium of expression (or if work of corporate authorship, 
the shorter of 95 years from 
publication, or 120 years from 
creation2

Published before 1923 In public domain None

Published from 1923 - 63 When published with notice3 28 years + could be renewed for
47 years, now extended by 20 years 
for a total renewal of 67 years. 
If not so renewed, now in public 
domain

Published from 1964 - 77 When published with notice 28 years for first term; now 
automatic extension of 67 years for
second term

Created before 1-1-78 1-1-78, the effective date of the Life + 70 years or 12-31-2002,
but not published 1976 Act which eliminated common whichever is greater

law copyright

Created before 1-1-78, the effective date of the 1976 Life + 70 years or 12-31-2047
1-1-78 but published between Act which eliminated common law whichever is greater
then and 12-31-2002 copyright

1. Term of joint works is measured by life of the longest-lived author. 
2. Works for hire, anonymous and pseudonymous works also have this term. 17 U.S.C. § 302(c). 
3. Under the 1909 Act, works published without notice went into the public domain upon publication. Works published without notice 

between 1-1-78 and 3-1-89, effective date of the Berne Convention Implementation Act, retained copyright only if efforts to correct the
accidental omission of notice was made within five years, such as by placing notice on unsold copies. 17 U.S.C. § 405. (Notes courtesy
of Professor Tom Field,Franklin Pierce Law Center and Lolly Gasaway) 

LOLLY GASAWAY Last updated 11-04-03 
Chart may be freely duplicated or linked to for nonprofit purposes. No permission needed. Please include web
address on all reproductions of chart so recipients know where to find any updates.
(http://www.unc.edu/~unclng/public-d.htm)


